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introduction

Dolby is one of the world’s most recognized names for audio innovation. The company has been 

developing audio technologies for half a century, changing the way that we experience music, movies, 

and other audio content in theaters, at home, and on personal devices.

But Dolby’s newest breakthrough, known as Dolby Atmos, is arguably one of its most transformational 

innovations yet. With Atmos, Dolby has created an immersive listening experience unlike any before, 

making audio feel three-dimensional with sounds seemingly coming from all directions. As such, Dolby 

Atmos is now highly sought after among audiophiles and those who expect the best from their home-

theater systems. The technology has also landed Dolby on Fast Company’s list of the World’s Most 

Innovative Companies for 2020 and 2021. 

What exactly is Dolby Atmos, and why is it such a gamechanger for home audio? In this report, we 

outline the basics behind the technology and how it works.

before atmos

Audiophiles are used to experiencing the best audio 

experience that today’s technologies can deliver. And 

they’re willing to invest heavily in their sound systems to 

achieve that quality. A traditional audiophile system, for 

example, might consist of: 

- A reference quality amplifier

- High-end speakers

- Low-loss cables 

- High-end turntable 

Most importantly, audiophiles tune the listening position 

to the room, affecting how and where speakers are 

installed and where furniture is placed. A high-end system 

like this can start at around $30,000, delivering a superior 

listening experience. 

For music, for example, the audio system could 

reproduce truly lifelike performances, as if the band was 

playing right in front of you (or all around you). But even 

with surround-sound, the stereo channels come from 

single directions; for example: from the front, sides, 

and/or rear. That is a key difference between traditional 

systems and Dolby Atmos. 
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the 3D audio breakthrough

Dolby introduced its Atmos spatial audio technology in 2012, but at the time it was only available to select 

movie theaters. 

What made Atmos different from previous surround-sound systems is that it added height to the audio 

channels. Audio was encoded with depth that could be delivered via speakers installed at different vertical 

heights. So, whereas traditional surround-sound was delivered along a flat horizontal plane, Dolby Atmos 

allowed the sound to go “up and down,” thus creating a three-dimensional audio experience. With 

speakers placed all around the audience, Atmos created a truly immersive experience, putting the viewers 

in the action like never before.

how does dolby atmos work?

Dolby Atmos creates 3D surround sound by adding height channels to deliver audio at different vertical 

heights. This is achieved by adding ceiling speakers or “upfiring” speakers to the systems. On the 

backend, this 3D listening experience begins at the audio-processing stage. Dolby Atmos allows up to 128 

audio tracks and spatial audio metadata, which can be assigned to different audio channels or “objects.” 

Each object relates to a source location in the surround-sound system, such as a speaker (or combination 

of speakers). 

For music, Dolby Atmos allows artists to place each voice, sound, or instrument in its own three-

dimensional space. For movies, Atmos allows filmmakers to place viewers at the center of the action by 

allowing audio to come from virtually all directions.
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Dolby Atmos in homes

While the technology was initially available 

only in theaters, Dolby Atmos is now the 

new standard for high-end home audio 

systems. Homeowners can achieve the 

same 3D audio experience that was 

originally designed for cinemas by upgrading 

or replacing their audio devices with Dolby 

Atmos components.

what’s needed?

To experience Dolby Atmos in the  

home, a stereo system will need to have  

the following:

- Atmos-enabled audio processor / receiver

- Multichannel amplifier

- Additional speakers to deliver the  
  Atmos audio

- Atmos-encoded sources / content (music  
  or movies with Atmos-processed audio)

speaker setup

Once there is an Atmos-enabled processor in place, there are a few ways to set up the speakers, 

depending on the user’s current system and desired experience. While the audio experience is slightly 

different for each setup, each option will deliver the “overhead” 3D sound that Dolby Atmos offers.

Options for speakers include:

- Ceiling speakers

- Atmos-enabled speakers 

- Atmos-enabled soundbar

The installation of ceiling speakers helps to hide the audio components, making it an ideal solution for 

minimalist environments or for home theaters. If ceiling speakers are not desired or feasible, other  

Atmos-enabled speakers can be used to deliver similar performance. 
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There are two primary types of Atmos-enabled speakers, both of which direct sound upward  

(referred to as upfiring) to bounce off the ceiling:

- Integrated speakers that include both the Atmos upfiring and traditional forward-firing capabilities.

- Add-on modules that sit on or near existing speakers to exclusively handle the upfiring capabilities. 

Atmos-enabled soundbars also contain the upfiring elements, but these will usually be preferred for 

budget systems, whereas audiophiles will typically seek a more immersive speaker setup.

recommended configurations

For the optimal 3D audio experience, four Dolby Atmos-enabled speakers or modules are recommended. 

This will deliver the overhead sounds with more precision, as the audio encoding was designed. However, 

the installation of just two Atmos-enabled speakers will still deliver a compelling experience that is not 

possible with traditional surround-sound systems.

Traditionally, surround-sound systems use a 5.1 or 7.1 setup (5 or 7 speakers with the addition of a 

subwoofer). Dolby Atmos follows this same framework but with the addition of the overhead speakers: 

For example:

- 5.1.2 or 7.1.2 uses two ceiling speakers, or two Dolby Atmos-enabled speakers / modules.

- 5.1.4 or 7.1.4 uses four ceiling speakers, or four Dolby Atmos-enabled speakers / modules.

- 9.1.2 adds a pair of front wide speakers to a 7.1.2 layout.

Here are some example configuration options for a Dolby Atmos surround-sound system:

2.1.2 configuration adds 2 “height” channels

2 front channels, 1 subwoofer, 2 height channels

5.1.2 configuration adds 2 “height” channels

3 front channels (LCR), 1 subwoofer,  

2 height channels

7.1.2 configuration

3 front channels (LCR), 1 subwoofer, 2 rear 

channels, 2 side channels, 2 height channels

9.1.4 configuration

3 front channels (LCR), 1 subwoofer, 2 rear 

channels, 4 side channels, 4 height channels

11.1.8 configuration

3 front channels (LCR), 1 subwoofer, 2 rear 

channels, 6 side channels, 8 height channels
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opportunities for residential developers & designers

For developers and managers of residential environments, Dolby Atmos presents an opportunity to 

provide residents with the newest high-end audio solutions they’re looking for. Whether for new or existing 

construction, Dolby Atmos’s numerous configuration options enable it to be installed in a variety of 

settings and applications, such as a stand-alone surround-sound system, a designated home theater, or 

3D listening room. 

Developers and architects can work with a Dolby-trained A/V partner like AVDG to include Atmos 

technologies within its construction plans, creating environments that add value to their projects and 

attract the right buyers. Redesigns and retrofits of existing spaces also present opportunities for 

upgrading to a Dolby Atmos system, whether with individual components such as Atmos-enabled 

speakers and processors, or with complete room tuning, renovation, and transformation into an Atmos-

powered home theater.

About AVDG

AVDG is a national leader in audiovisual and automation solutions. Since 1996, we have 

overseen the design, engineering, and installation of thousands of innovative AV projects for 

residential and commercial spaces across the globe. As a partner, we collaborate closely with 

homeowners, architects, developers, and designers to transform environments with cutting-edge 

audio-video solutions from the world’s most trusted AV brands. For more information, contact 

AVDG today.

call us 

1 888 510-5302

for support call: 1 888 510 5302 

email us

sales: sales@avdg.com

info: info@avdg.com

support: service@avdg.com


